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1. Setting the Scene for Raman Under Water {#celc201700293-sec-0001}
==========================================

1.1. Nanoscale Chemical Characterization of Electrified Interfaces {#celc201700293-sec-0002}
------------------------------------------------------------------

When we ask an electrochemist about the most important and exciting part of the electrochemical system they investigate, they are likely to answer "the electrochemical interface". Independent of the electrochemical processes under study, ubiquitously ranging from electrocatalysis,[1](#celc201700293-bib-0001){ref-type="ref"} to biological membrane behaviour,[2](#celc201700293-bib-0002){ref-type="ref"} or energy conversion,[3](#celc201700293-bib-0003){ref-type="ref"} to name a few key players, the central aspect common to all systems is the interface where the electrochemical action, namely, charge transfer and molecular conversion, takes place.

To tailor (electro)active interfaces for specific application needs, a fundamental understanding of the molecular processes that govern the macroscopic device behaviour is quintessential:[4](#celc201700293-bib-0004){ref-type="ref"} What are the chemical species involved, where are they located, how do they respond to the local environment? The ideal electrochemist\'s tool should thus provide

*high sensitivity* to detect and characterize species at very low concentrations*chemical specificity* to distinguish chemical species and their interaction with the environment, and*nanoscale chemical resolution* to identify reactive species and sites,

all under realistic working conditions, i. e. at room temperature and in the presence of electrolyte.

Aside from the common electrochemist\'s workhorse, cyclic voltammetry, that provides a wealth of thermodynamic and kinetic information about interfacial properties and reactivity of electrodes ranging from mm to nm size,[5](#celc201700293-bib-0005){ref-type="ref"} a number of advanced analytical tools are available to increase our knowledge about nanoscale electrochemical processes. Nanoscale topographic imaging can be achieved with electrochemical scanning probe approaches,[6](#celc201700293-bib-0006){ref-type="ref"} even allowing video‐rate imaging of electrochemical processes,[7](#celc201700293-bib-0007){ref-type="ref"} however, without chemical specificity. Scanning electrochemical microscopy[6](#celc201700293-bib-0006){ref-type="ref"}, [8](#celc201700293-bib-0008){ref-type="ref"} as well as scanning flow cell based tools[9](#celc201700293-bib-0009){ref-type="ref"} provide complementary insight into (electro)chemical conversion processes with high temporal and spatial resolution. Nonetheless, as the detection sensitivity of scanning chemical analyses is mostly limited to the ppm range, individual reactive surface sites are difficult to characterize. In situ x‐ray scattering attracts increased attention among electrochemists to push chemical spatial resolution toward the molecular level.[10](#celc201700293-bib-0010){ref-type="ref"} While important insight has been obtained into, for example, water adsorption on electrode surfaces,[11](#celc201700293-bib-0011){ref-type="ref"} in situ x‐ray experiments remain rather scarce and expensive because they are synchrotron based.

Detailed information about adsorbate interactions can also be obtained with vibrational spectroscopy. For example, infrared spectroscopy and its nonlinear analogue sum frequency generation spectroscopy specifically tailored for electrochemical surface investigation provide direct chemical insight into molecular behaviour under reaction conditions with micronscale resolution.[12](#celc201700293-bib-0012){ref-type="ref"}, [13](#celc201700293-bib-0013){ref-type="ref"}, [14](#celc201700293-bib-0014){ref-type="ref"}, [15](#celc201700293-bib-0015){ref-type="ref"}, [16](#celc201700293-bib-0016){ref-type="ref"} However, the accessible spectral range is typically limited on the low‐energy side, and aqueous electrolyte poses an additional difficulty because strong water absorption may mask vibrational bands of the reactive adsorbate species of interest.

Despite its inherent low scattering cross sections, Raman spectroscopy constitutes a valuable alternative for molecular‐scale surface analysis of electrochemical systems and processes.[17](#celc201700293-bib-0017){ref-type="ref"}, [18](#celc201700293-bib-0018){ref-type="ref"}, [19](#celc201700293-bib-0019){ref-type="ref"} Advanced nonlinear and nearfield Raman tools are being developed to obtain in situ chemical fingerprints of physico‐chemical actions and reactions of molecules at complex electrified solid/liquid interfaces with ms temporal or sub‐ten‐nm spatial resolution. Examples presented in this review concentrate on energy and catalytic conversion processes as well as on the development of novel Raman‐based tools for nanoscale analysis, including the molecular behaviour in nanoporous systems studied with nonlinear Raman spectroscopy and the successful development and implementation of a novel tip‐enhanced Raman setup capable of working at solid/liquid interfaces of non‐transparent substrates under potential control. Correlating known macroscopic device behaviour to molecular‐level processes observed under in situ working conditions with advanced Raman approaches enables performance evaluation in an unprecedented detailed manner and paves the way for rational design of improved electrochemical systems.

1.2. Raman Spectroscopy Revisited {#celc201700293-sec-0003}
---------------------------------

Vibrational Raman spectroscopy is based on the inelastic scattering of light where the energy difference between the incident and scattered photons (ω~*inc*~--ω~*sc*~; Raman shift) corresponds to the energy difference between two vibrational states of a material under investigation (Figure [1](#celc201700293-fig-0001){ref-type="fig"}a). Excitation typically occurs from the ground state (ν~0~) into the first vibrational excited state (ν~1~) of the Raman‐active modes of a particular substance (Stokes scattering). A broad energy range is easily accessible with Raman spectroscopy, covering low‐energy modes between 50 and 300 cm^−1^, such as solid‐state phonons in metal oxides or metal‐organic vibrations, molecule vibrations between 700 and 2000 cm^−1^ and CH/OH stretches around 3000 cm^−1^ and higher.

![Top: a) Raman spectroscopy is based on the inelastic scattering of light from a sample. Molecules are excited from the vibrational ground‐state (ν~0~) to a vibrational excited state (ν~1~) whose energy difference matches the one between incident and scattered photons (ω~*inc*~--ω~*sc*~, Raman shift). Raman spectra cover a broad energy range, including solid‐state phonons or metal‐R interactions, the molecular fingerprint region, and high‐frequency modes of CH/OH. Bottom: To investigate a small amount of scatterers at interfaces or in confinement, the weak Raman scattering can be enhanced by nonlinear (coherent anti‐Stokes Raman, CARS) or nearfield (surface‐ or tip‐enhanced Raman, SERS/TERS) approaches. b) CARS is a four‐wave mixing technique where the enhancement is mainly based on coherent scattering from the sample. For c) SERS and d) TERS, field enhancement is achieved through the excitation of surface plasmons at rough surfaces or in a tip‐sample gap, respectively.](CELC-4-1814-g003){#celc201700293-fig-0001}

As vibrational energies depend on the atomic bonds involved, a Raman spectrum provides a unique chemical fingerprint of the sample. Furthermore, Raman spectroscopy provides direct quantitative information, because the scattering intensity is directly proportional to the number of scatterers. Note that Raman scattering cross sections are typically very low so that only about one in a million photons is inelastically scattered. As a result, Raman spectroscopy is conventionally employed to characterize bulk samples, such as powders or highly concentrated solutions, and second‐long spectral integration times and mW excitation powers are typically required to obtain good signal‐to‐noise spectra. On the one hand, this can be of advantage for electrochemical applications as working in aqueous electrolyte gives only weak, if any, Raman water signals. On the other hand, the investigation of (sub)monolayer adsorbates at electrochemical interfaces or in nano‐confinement is a huge challenge, because the sensitivity is generally too low to detect few scatterers. How can we exploit the advantages of Raman spectroscopy to access local information of the molecules at electrochemical interfaces?

2. Monitoring Molecular Interactions and Diffusion in Nanopores with Nonlinear Raman Spectroscopy {#celc201700293-sec-0004}
=================================================================================================

One way to enhance the inherently weak Raman scattering from confined molecules is to enforce coherent scattering with short, intense laser pulses. In coherent anti‐Stokes Raman spectroscopy (CARS), three photons of specified energies ω~1,2,3~ interact with the sample molecules in a way that a fourth photon at the anti‐Stokes energy is scattered (Figure [1](#celc201700293-fig-0001){ref-type="fig"}b).

Through the coherent signal emission and nonlinear nature of the wave‐mixing approach, the CARS signal is enhanced by three to five orders of magnitude compared to conventional Raman scattering. For broadband CARS approaches covering a few hundred wavenumbers energy range, mathematical approaches to extract Raman‐like quantitative spectra from the CARS spectra are readily available.[20](#celc201700293-bib-0020){ref-type="ref"}, [21](#celc201700293-bib-0021){ref-type="ref"} As a result, spectral integration times can be reduced compared to conventional Raman spectroscopy to tens of ms, rendering CARS a valuable novel tool for in situ quantitative monitoring of dynamic molecular processes on the nanoscale. Commonly, CARS is employed in the field of bio(medical) imaging[22](#celc201700293-bib-0022){ref-type="ref"}, [23](#celc201700293-bib-0023){ref-type="ref"} and has only recently been introduced to the field of materials science. In the following, we highlight the potential CARS holds for the study of important (electro)chemical processes occurring inside nanopores, such as the catalytic chemical conversion on zeolite particles and the interaction and diffusion of water inside fuel‐cell membranes.

2.1. Zeolite Nanopore Catalytic Reactivity {#celc201700293-sec-0005}
------------------------------------------

Huge efforts are being carried out to develop 'greener' liquid‐phase, low‐temperature catalytic approaches, and molecular‐level insight into the spatio‐temporal distribution of reactants and products of catalytic conversion processes in situ would greatly benefit the development of cost‐efficient next‐generation catalysts. To answer fundamental questions about initial chemical transformation steps and the location of the corresponding catalytically active sites under liquid‐phase working conditions, new operando analytical approaches are sought.[24](#celc201700293-bib-0024){ref-type="ref"}, [25](#celc201700293-bib-0025){ref-type="ref"}

Introducing CARS to the field of heterogeneous catalysis, the 3D distribution and geometric alignment of thiophene reactant in the nanopores of individual zeolite particles were mapped, giving unprecedented insight into the early activation stages of sulfur‐removing catalysis processes.[27](#celc201700293-bib-0027){ref-type="ref"}, [28](#celc201700293-bib-0028){ref-type="ref"} The full power of CARS for catalysis research was demonstrated by mapping renewable bio‐fuel conversion of glycol with alkenes on single catalyst particles with submicron 3D spatial chemical resolution. Figure [2](#celc201700293-fig-0002){ref-type="fig"}a shows an overlay of the CAR band intensity of the reactant C=C double bond (red) and of the fluorescence intensity of the cations (green) in 2D maps recorded from an individual catalyst particle. After chemisorption of the alkene, reactant activation and formation of stabilized alkyl cations inside the zeolite pores can be watched to proceed with increasing reaction temperature from the rim toward the center of the zeolite, following the aluminum zoning naturally present in the catalyst. While conventionally, the ether product can only be detected off‐line after conversion, CAR spectra allow the in situ quantification of ether species directly on the catalyst: Figure [2](#celc201700293-fig-0002){ref-type="fig"}b depicts CAR spectra recorded immediately after reaction onset (t=0 min) and after 90 min (t=90 min) and the respective non‐negative least squares fitting results. The yield of the ether product component (green) is seen to increase with time to about 50 %, about five times more than extracted from the catalyst after the reaction. In summary, the findings suggest that using small ZSM‐5 particles without aluminum zoning and finding more efficient ways to extract the product from the catalyst could greatly improve this important liquid‐phase catalytic reaction.

![a) Combined CARS and 2‐photon fluorescence images of reactant (red) and product (green) distribution monitored in situ on a single zeolite particle as the reaction progresses with temperature. b) The ether product formation can be followed in situ in the time‐resolved CAR spectra with help of non‐negative least squares fitting. After 90 min, 50 % of the reactant has been converted into product. Reproduced from Ref.[26](#celc201700293-bib-0026){ref-type="ref"}](CELC-4-1814-g004){#celc201700293-fig-0002}

2.2. Water Transport in Nafion Fuel‐cell Membranes {#celc201700293-sec-0006}
--------------------------------------------------

Proper water management in fuel‐cell membranes is critical for the design of efficient devices, because the level of membrane humidity, specifically, the interactions between water molecules and membrane matrix, strongly affect the cell performance.[29](#celc201700293-bib-0029){ref-type="ref"}, [30](#celc201700293-bib-0030){ref-type="ref"} An in‐depth understanding of the water and proton transport inside the membrane nanopores is quintessential for the development of novel materials with increased proton transport efficiencies for improved fuel cells.

The nanoscale chemical interactions in two differently processed Nafion membranes, N117 and N212, of identical chemical composition but distinct proton transport properties has been elucidated with CARS.[31](#celc201700293-bib-0031){ref-type="ref"}, [32](#celc201700293-bib-0032){ref-type="ref"} While the Nafion signatures of both N117 and N212 are identical, distinct spectral shapes of the water OH stretch signature for the two membranes were observed (Figure [3](#celc201700293-fig-0003){ref-type="fig"}a) that can be fitted with two types of water signatures (Figure [3](#celc201700293-fig-0003){ref-type="fig"}b), namely bulk water (water molecules coordinated to other water molecules, blue) and under‐coordinated non‐bulk water (orange), located in the center of the ionic channels and at the interface between the hydrophobic channel walls and bulk water, respectively.[31](#celc201700293-bib-0031){ref-type="ref"} The relative higher amount of non‐bulk water in N117 than in N212 can be explained by smaller nanopores in N117 that lead to more widely spaced SO~3~ ^−^ head groups, more surface area, and thus to more non‐bulk water compared to N212 (Figure [3](#celc201700293-fig-0003){ref-type="fig"}c). The CARS results further suggest that non‐bulk water molecules diffuse an order of magnitude faster (*D~nb~≈*16×10^−10^ m^2^/s) than bulk‐water molecules (*D~b~≈*10^−10^) inside the membrane nano‐channels, which could lie at the origin of the faster macroscopic water and proton transport observed in N117 compared to N212.[31](#celc201700293-bib-0031){ref-type="ref"}

![a) CAR spectra of hydrated N117 (green) and N212 (black) indicate chemical identity of the two Nafion membranes, but the presence of different water species. b) Fitting with bulk (blue) and non‐bulk (orange) water spectra show that N117 contains more non‐bulk water than N212 which can be explained by c) the different nanoscale chemical constitution of the membrane channels of N117 (smaller channels, less densely packed SO~3~ ^−^ groups) compared to N112. Reproduced from Ref.[31](#celc201700293-bib-0031){ref-type="ref"}](CELC-4-1814-g005){#celc201700293-fig-0003}

While CARS provides quantitative information about solid/liquid chemical interactions, molecular adsorption geometry and reactivity of nano‐confined species, it is important to remember that the coherent scattering response in fact still stems from the nanopore ensemble probed in the focal volume. As such, *direct* nanoscale sensitivity is still lacking with CARS. To obtain Raman responses from interfacial adsorbate monolayers, or even from individual scatterers, signal enhancement has to be achieved differently.

3. Hot‐spotting Nanoscale Chemistry with Surface‐enhanced Raman Spectroscopy {#celc201700293-sec-0007}
============================================================================

Surface‐enhanced Raman spectroscopy (SERS) is based on the formation of interface‐confined electromagnetic nearfields through plasmon excitation in nano‐structured coinage (Cu, Ag, Au) metal surfaces (Figure [1](#celc201700293-fig-0001){ref-type="fig"}c). Raman signal enhancements of three to seven or more orders of magnitude are routinely achieved for molecules located in close vicinity of Au, Ag or Cu nanometer‐sized particles or structures or inside (sub‐)nanometer gaps, i. e. at 'hot spots' where the nearfield is particularly strong,[33](#celc201700293-bib-0033){ref-type="ref"} rendering possible the trace analysis of small amounts of scatterers present in (sub)monolayer adsorbates, and even single‐molecule detection.[34](#celc201700293-bib-0034){ref-type="ref"}, [35](#celc201700293-bib-0035){ref-type="ref"} The potential of SERS characterization of electrochemical interfaces based on organic molecules adsorbed at metal surfaces has been repeatedly demonstrated.[36](#celc201700293-bib-0036){ref-type="ref"}, [37](#celc201700293-bib-0037){ref-type="ref"} In the following, examples for the specific strength of SERS regarding nanoscale chemical analysis of the electrosynthesis of novel metal‐organic hybrid materials and of the (photothermal) degradation of quantum‐dots (QDs) in sensitized solar cell devices are highlighted.

3.1. The Electrochemical Growth Mechanism of Cu‐MOF {#celc201700293-sec-0008}
---------------------------------------------------

Metal‐organic frameworks (MOFs) possess great potential for energy storage and conversion applications,[38](#celc201700293-bib-0038){ref-type="ref"}, [39](#celc201700293-bib-0039){ref-type="ref"} because their chemical and structural properties can be tuned through the intentional choice of metal ions and organic linkers. However, the lack of understanding of the nucleation stage and early growth process of this novel class of functional crystalline materials still hinders the development of tailored bottom‐up MOF fabrication protocols.

Specifically, electrochemical MOF synthesis offers extraordinary possibilities for precise size[41](#celc201700293-bib-0041){ref-type="ref"}, [42](#celc201700293-bib-0042){ref-type="ref"} and functionality[43](#celc201700293-bib-0043){ref-type="ref"} tailoring through potential control. In a systematic SERS study of varying synthesis conditions, it was recently clarified that the electrochemical synthesis of prototype CuBTC proceeds in a two‐step oxidation mechanism at the Cu electrode surface.[40](#celc201700293-bib-0040){ref-type="ref"} The strong nearfield signal enhancement at the atomically rough Cu electrode rendered possible the observation of the SERS signatures of the thin Cu~2~O precursor layer and of few CuBTC crystals forming on the electrode surface (Figure [4](#celc201700293-fig-0004){ref-type="fig"}). Combined SEM and SERS results indicate that the common first reaction step is the oxidation of metallic Cu to Cu(I) oxide in the presence of H~2~O or O~2~. Cu~2~O is then further oxidized with the linker molecules to form Cu(II)BTC as octahedral crystals growing directly at the electrode surface. These findings generate interesting possibilities for the design of patterned MOF devices based on Cu~2~O pre‐patterning of any imaginable substrate.

![Scanning electron micrographs and SER spectra (insets) of CuBTC samples prepared under distinct electrochemical conditions: a) Cu/Cu oxide electrode, O~2~ presence, 1 V vs Cu/Cu^+^; b) Cu, oxide‐/O~2~‐free, 1 V vs Cu/Cu^+^; c) Cu/Cu oxide electrode, O~2~‐free, 1 V vs Cu/Cu^+^; d) Cu~2~O powder, O~2~ presence. Reproduced from Ref.[40](#celc201700293-bib-0040){ref-type="ref"}](CELC-4-1814-g006){#celc201700293-fig-0004}

3.2. The SERS Signature of PbS Quantum Dot Oxidation {#celc201700293-sec-0009}
----------------------------------------------------

PbS QDs, amongst other small‐bandgap semiconductor materials, are of prime interest for photovoltaic energy conversion, for example, in sensitized solar cells, reaching conversion efficiencies up to about 10 %.[44](#celc201700293-bib-0044){ref-type="ref"} However, fast device degradation still hinders commercialization of QD‐sensitized solar cells. To understand the origin of device degradation, systematic analytical approaches to monitor the chemical state of the QD sensitizer in situ during fabrication and operation are needed.

SERS fingerprints of PbS QDs deposited on Au SERS substrates showed different stages of (photothermal) oxidative QD degradation.[45](#celc201700293-bib-0045){ref-type="ref"} Isolated PbS QDs of 5 to 10 nm diameter were fabricated wet‐chemically on commercial nanostructured Au substrates following typical solar‐cell fabrication protocols under inert‐gas conditions in a glove box (Figure [5](#celc201700293-fig-0005){ref-type="fig"}a, b). The SERS signatures from different sample batches indicate that the chemical state of the QD sensitizers strongly depends on the oxygen level in the preparation atmosphere as evident from the simultaneous relative decrease of PbS (196 cm^−1^) and increase of PbO (312 and 450 cm^−1^) Raman marker bands in the low‐wavenumber region (Figure [5](#celc201700293-fig-0005){ref-type="fig"}c--e).[45](#celc201700293-bib-0045){ref-type="ref"} Only samples prepared and tightly sealed--at lowest oxygen levels show long‐term stability even at increased power densities up to ca. 2×10^18^ W/m^2^. This work demonstrates how SER spectral markers allow the direct in situ visualization of the oxidative degradation state of PbS sensitizers, and SERS can serve as a fast benchtop control for in situ monitoring of PbS QD oxidation during device fabrication.

![Top: Scanning electron micrographs of a) bare and b) PbS QD‐covered Au substrate. Bottom: SER signatures of increasing PbS QD oxidation. c) Quasi‐intact PbS/Au, d) PbS/Au sealed in O~2~‐containing atmosphere, and e) unsealed PbS/Au samples measured in air. Reference spectrum of the bare Au substrate shown in f). Reproduced from Ref.[45](#celc201700293-bib-0045){ref-type="ref"}](CELC-4-1814-g007){#celc201700293-fig-0005}

These examples illustrate the great versatility of SERS for obtaining valuable in situ information about interfacial chemical conversion processes underlying photovoltaic applications or novel electrosynthesis approaches of advanced functional materials. The exact location and enhancement properties of the few active 'hot spots', however, still remains elusive, and the SERS response, in general, has to be considered an ensemble response from few scatterers in SERS‐active locations. To watch the first nucleation steps of single MOF crystals or probe size‐dependent optical properties of individual QDs, or even to record potential‐dependent maps of particle reactivity, it would be advantageous to create a free‐floating, movable 'hot spot' over a location of interest. In addition, such an external 'hot spot' would also broaden the applicability of SERS to oxide‐based or other non coinage‐metal electrodes.

4. (Electrified Solid/liquid Interfaces Probed with Tip‐enhanced Raman Spectroscopy {#celc201700293-sec-0010}
===================================================================================

One way to generate a substrate‐independent 'hot spot' close to a sample interface is by means of tip‐enhanced Raman spectroscopy (TERS; Figure [1](#celc201700293-fig-0001){ref-type="fig"}d), where a coinage‐metal scanning‐probe tip is brought in close vicinity to the surface and acts as a nano‐antenna to provide high field‐enhancement at the location of interest. With TERS, similar Raman signal enhancement as with SERS can be achieved to probe, for example, molecular catalytic properties[46](#celc201700293-bib-0046){ref-type="ref"}, [47](#celc201700293-bib-0047){ref-type="ref"} and interactions[48](#celc201700293-bib-0048){ref-type="ref"} of a few scatterers underneath the tip at a chemical spatial resolution in the order of around 5 nm.[49](#celc201700293-bib-0049){ref-type="ref"}, [50](#celc201700293-bib-0050){ref-type="ref"}

Due to the setup complexity, TERS experiments are commonly carried out in air. A few ultrahigh‐vacuum setups exist that provide particularly stable working conditions and extreme spatial[51](#celc201700293-bib-0051){ref-type="ref"} or temporal resolution.[52](#celc201700293-bib-0052){ref-type="ref"} However, air and vacuum are only crude approximations for electrochemical systems and there is a great interest in developing TERS systems capable of operating at electrified solid/liquid interfaces.

4.1. A Versatile Side‐illumination TERS for Solid/liquid Interfaces {#celc201700293-sec-0011}
-------------------------------------------------------------------

The possibility to detect TER scattering at solid/liquid interfaces was first demonstrated by Zenobi and coworkers in 2009[53](#celc201700293-bib-0053){ref-type="ref"} with a transmission configuration. To enable the use of opaque electrodes, a side‐illumination configuration is desirable. Here, the main challenge lies in the beam aberrations that occur at the air/glass/water interfaces in the excitation laser path.[54](#celc201700293-bib-0054){ref-type="ref"}

Recently, we have developed a versatile side‐illumination solid/liquid TER spectroscope based on a home‐built sample cell design (Figure [6](#celc201700293-fig-0006){ref-type="fig"}a) that can be easily implemented in a commercial scanning tunneling microscope (STM).[55](#celc201700293-bib-0055){ref-type="ref"} By keeping the beam path in water a few mm short, focusing the laser onto the tip apex is as straightforward in water as in air.

![a) Side‐illumination TERS setup design for work at solid/liquid interfaces. b) Resonant TER spectra of malachite green isothiocyanate (MGITC) at Au (111) recorded in air (i) and in water (iii). Respective far‐field Raman spectra (ii, iv) and tip check (v). Nonresonant TER spectra of thiophenol at Au(111) in air (i) and in water (iii) and the respective far‐field spectra (ii, iv). Reproduced from Ref.[55](#celc201700293-bib-0055){ref-type="ref"}](CELC-4-1814-g008){#celc201700293-fig-0006}

As depicted in Figure [6](#celc201700293-fig-0006){ref-type="fig"}b, a comparison of nearfield (i, iii) and farfield spectra (ii, iv) from electronically resonant dye molecules adsorbed on an opaque Au(111) crystal showed that similar Raman enhancement factors in the order of 10^5^ can be reached for both in‐air (top; i, ii) and in‐water (middle; iii, iv) experiments. Importantly, the tip check (v) proved that the tip was clean and the TER spectra originated from dye molecules adsorbed at the single‐crystal substrate. Furthermore, the high surface sensitivity of the solid/liquid TER approach was confirmed by probing a monolayer of non‐resonant thiophenol/Au(111) (Figure [6](#celc201700293-fig-0006){ref-type="fig"}c) where the in‐water experiment (bottom; iii, iv) shows a similar nearfield enhancement effect upon tip approach as the in‐air experiment (top; i, ii). The difference in relative Raman enhancement between air‐versus‐water dye and thiophenol experiments was ascribed to the difference in the chosen STM parameters for each experiment. Both, tip‐sample bias and tunneling current setpoint infl the tip‐sample distance. As the TER scattering intensity is known to depend exponentially on the tip‐sample gap size,[50](#celc201700293-bib-0050){ref-type="ref"} a relative decrease in bias voltage and a relative increase in tunneling current setpoint lead to a smaller gap and hence to a TER intensity increase.[56](#celc201700293-bib-0056){ref-type="ref"}, [57](#celc201700293-bib-0057){ref-type="ref"}, [58](#celc201700293-bib-0058){ref-type="ref"}

4.2. Electrochemical TERS {#celc201700293-sec-0012}
-------------------------

Adjusting the solid/liquid TERS apparatus for potential‐dependent spectro‐electrochemical (EC‐TERS) experiments requires additional electrical contacting and control of the working electrode under investigation, thus rendering the setup even more complex and technically challenging. EC‐TERS has been a long sought‐after goal of the community, and finally in late 2015, the groups of Ren and of Van Duyne could first demonstrate its succesful implementation: Ren and coworkers observed potential‐dependent changes in TER spectra due to adsorbate reorientation on Au(111),[59](#celc201700293-bib-0059){ref-type="ref"} followed shortly after by a report by the Van Duyne group who studied the redox behaviour of Nile Blue dye molecules with AFM‐based EC‐TERS.[60](#celc201700293-bib-0060){ref-type="ref"} These works demonstrate the impressive potential that EC‐TERS holds for studying nanoscale electrochemical processes in molecular detail.

A few important points need to be considered for the successful implementation of EC‐TERS. First, as for all electrochemical experiments, utmost care has to be taken to provide a clean working environment. Note that this is of particular importance in TERS because of the extremely high chemical and spatial resolution. Even few contaminant molecules present in the 'hot spot' under the tip apex can significantly contribute to the TER signal. Next, particularly when working in an STM‐TERS configuration, the tip has to be insulated with a coating that prevents from Faradaic currents and does not fluoresce so as not to mask the TER signals with a strong background. We found that proper tip coating provides a much more stable 'hot spot' also under non‐electrochemical solid/liquid conditions.[55](#celc201700293-bib-0055){ref-type="ref"}

Furthermore, it is crucial that adsorption of probe molecules on the tip is prevented during the experiment, because the atomically rough tip surface itself can easily generate large SER signals that may be difficult to discriminate from the sample TER response. Bipotentiostatic control of substrate and tip can help to maintain the tip free from adsorbates; however, in STM‐based EC‐TERS, a rational choice of STM‐parameters has to be made to avoid molecular movement between sample and tip, and to keep the gap size stable.

Figure [7](#celc201700293-fig-0007){ref-type="fig"} shows potential‐dependent TER spectra of a monolayer of physisorbed adenine on Au(111) in 0.01 M H~2~SO~4~ from our laboratory (inset: cyclic voltammogram recorded in the EC‐TERS cell showing the reconstruction peak in the double‐layer region; scan rate 0.2 mV/s). With constant sample bias of 0.4 V, the characteristic adenine ring breathing (732 cm^−1^) and C=C/C=N stretching modes (1320 and 1460 cm^−1^) are observed at negative electrode potentials (−0.4 V vs Pt). When increasing the Au‐electrode potential to 0.2 V vs Pt, the adenine TER signatures decrease while the broad spectral background remains largely unchanged, indicating that the molecules stay adsorbed at the surface and the enhancement is still active. This trend of increasing band intensity with decreasing electrode potential agrees well with recently published electrochemical surface‐and shell‐isolated particle enhanced Raman spectroscopy data.[61](#celc201700293-bib-0061){ref-type="ref"}, [62](#celc201700293-bib-0062){ref-type="ref"} Note that the spectral changes are reversible, i. e. when applying a negative potential again, the adenine EC‐TER bands reappear.

![Potential‐dependent EC‐TER spectra of adenine at Au(111) showing a clear drop in band intensity of the 732 cm^−1^ ring breathing mode of adenine with increasing potential. The spectra are y‐offset for clarity. Inset: cyclic voltammogram recorded in the EC‐TERS cell with indicated measurement potentials.](CELC-4-1814-g009){#celc201700293-fig-0007}

The observed EC‐TER signature of adenine/Au(111) can be ascribed to potential‐induced molecular reorientation. The geometrical arrangement of adenine on Au single crystals has been extensively investigated with electrochemical infrared spectroscopy, EC‐STM and cyclic voltammetry.[63](#celc201700293-bib-0063){ref-type="ref"}, [64](#celc201700293-bib-0064){ref-type="ref"} There is a general agreement that in acidic media and at low adenine concentrations, as the case for the EC‐TERS data presented here, protonated adenine is chemisorbed at positive potentials, while at lower potentials, protonated adenine physisorbs. However the specific geometrical arrangement of the adenine molecules with respect to the electrode surface has remained controversial[63](#celc201700293-bib-0063){ref-type="ref"} As the Raman polarizability tensor of the ring breathing mode (732 cm^−1^) is highly anisotropic,[65](#celc201700293-bib-0065){ref-type="ref"}, [66](#celc201700293-bib-0066){ref-type="ref"} a reorientation of the adenine rings could lead to the observed TER intensity changes. While the preliminary results shown here are very promising for future applications of EC‐TERS to the investigation of molecular behaviour at electrochemical interfaces, a more detailed interpretation of the EC‐TERS data at hand -- but also in general -- will require further experimental and particularly also simulation efforts to deconvolute the effects of the metal electrode, electrolyte, molecular interactions, surface charge and tip on the signal.

5. Summary and Outlook {#celc201700293-sec-0013}
======================

We have presented examples of how advanced nonlinear or nearfield Raman spectroscopies can greatly benefit the nanoscale analysis of molecules or nanoparticles adsorbed at electrochemical interfaces or in confinement. As summarized in Table [1](#celc201700293-tbl-0001){ref-type="table-wrap"}, each Raman‐based approach has its specific strengths and can be chosen based on the requirements of the system under investigation. Dynamic measurements of adsorbates inside nanoporous systems can be realized with nonlinear CARS, while solid/liquid TERS provides extreme chemical spatial resolution in the order of a few nm and precise interrogation of the sample region of interest. Both TERS and SERS can be operated under electrode potential control and thus are powerful spectro‐electrochemical tools for the visualization of potential‐dependent adsorbate reorientation or chemical conversion.

###### 

Comparison of the capabilities of conventional and enhanced Raman spectroscopies.

                                      Raman   CARS   SERS   TERS
  ----------------------------------- ------- ------ ------ ------
  chemical specificity                ✓       ✓      ✓      ✓
  single‐molecule sensitivity         X       X      ✓      ✓
  intrinsic sectioning capability     X       ✓      X      X
  surface sensitivity                 X       X      ✓      ✓
  substrate‐independent enhancement   X       ✓      X      ✓
  ms spectral integration time        X       ✓      X      X
  *\<*10 nm lateral resolution        X       X      X      ✓
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As an outlook, the development of an EC‐CARS approach could be expected to hold interesting opportunities for electrochemists: By adding an electrical contact to a membrane or catalyst as a working electrode, one could monitor potential‐controlled chemical processes inside nanoporous systems. 3D EC‐CARS imaging could reveal spatial heterogeneities in the potential‐triggered reactivity of functional membrane or catalyst materials. From a fundamental knowledge point of view, such experiments could greatly contribute to our understanding of the concepts of the electrochemical interface, double layer formation and local potential distribution inside electroactive nanopores.
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